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About Cprime
Cprime, a Goldman Sachs and Everstone Capital portfolio company, is more than just a full-service consulting firm – we are your strategic partner for driving innovation and agility in your business. With over two decades of experience, we have honed our expertise to help organizations adapt at the speed the market demands. 


	
AboutWe’re more than consultants; we're passionate problem solvers on a mission to help your organization thrive in a technology-driven world


	
CultureA dynamic environment with strong innovation where growth is encouraged, and diversity is celebrated


	
CareersJoin our team - explore our areas of expertise and find your next job opportunity


	
LeadershipGet to know our global team of highly skilled and diverse leaders and board members


	
Thought LeadersOur experts share insights, best practices, and the latest trends to help you navigate the dynamic business landscape


	
PartnersWe believe in the power of collaboration with an extensive partner network to deliver exceptional value to your organization
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Training
From new ways of working to deeply technical tools-based topics, leverage 30 years of experience to bridge skills gaps, empower excellence, and foster innovation for unmatched growth. 


	

View All Courses
Explore 150+ courses across all Cprime service areas


	

Certifications
Get industry-leading certification training with Cprime’s accreditation partners


	

Private Group Training
Customer-tailored, private learning for your teams’ specific needs


	

Learning Pathways
An innovative blend of learner-led, instructor-led, and on-the-job application


	

Prepaid Learning Credits
Purchase pre-paid learning credits at a discounted rate to use at any time on public or private team training


	

Build Your Own DevOps Course
Use the DevOps course builder to design a class addressing your specific business and software delivery workflow


	
Training Topics
	
Enterprise & Product Agility

	
Data & AI

	
Portfolio / FinOps

	
Software Development

	
Technology Platforms




	
Quick Links
	
Ways to Learn

	
MakeDev Reskill Program

	
Learning Partner Program 

	
Policies
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Enterprise Agility
Need to respond to
change faster? To do more with less? To surpass your
competition? Adopting a holistic approach to change and continuous
improvement across the organization can achieve all that and
more Learn more >



	

Digital Transformation
Get the right work done faster and move efficiently against your strategic
roadmap, enabling progress, innovation, and successful delivery of product and
services


	
Product-Led ApproachBuild a product management capability internally and deliver the right thing,
to the people, at the right time


	
Scaled AgilityDerive the benefits of agility by strategically scaling across teams, programs,
and lines of business


	
Lean Portfolio ManagementAlign strategy to execution to maximize value, increase efficiency, and boost
customer satisfaction


	
DevOpsBuild quality, speed, and resilience in your deployment pipeline using proven
DevOps tools and principles


	
Agile for Hardware
Increase quality, fit for purpose, and time to market using agile principles in
your hardware workflow







 Back
Global TalentElevate your pool of talent to beat
the global tech talent shortage and remain competitive in the marketplace with
end-to-end solutions for enhancing your tech teams Learn more >

	
StaffingSave time, reduce overhead, and fill necessary skilled positions fast or source
entire teams for projects of ongoing support


	
TrainingEnhance your teams’ skills and knowledge and build engaged and effective
teams


	
CertificationsStay on top of the latest industry knowledge and gain valuable
accreditation with expert-led certification courses


	
MakeDev Reskill Program
Teach existing non-technical talent technical skills — fill the tech talent gap
from existing resources, fast


	
Dojo Immersive Learning Experience
Drive quantifiable results for your organization through an immersive learning-
through-doing program






 Back
Development
Support lean, cost-effective workflows focused on delivering
value to your customer by leveraging individual specialists or entire teams of
experienced software engineers to build custom applications and integrations
Learn more >


	
Application DevelopmentYou need a new application to deliver greater value to your customer—-our
experienced engineers build and support the custom apps you need


	
Custom Software Development
Build an optimal tech stack where everything works together smoothly and
automation saves your teams time and effort

	
DevOps
Need a better product deployed faster? Experienced DevOps engineers implement
automated deployment pipelines to focus on quality


	
CloudLeverage the speed, security, and flexibility of the cloud while saving
valuable time and money


	
Application Prototyping
From ideation to a working prototype, experienced software engineers deliver a
proof-of-concept to support your custom development needs


	

MakeDev Reskill Program
Teach existing non-technical talent technical skills, fill the tech talent gap from existing resources, fast







 Back
Business Technology Establish the optimal tool
stacks to streamline workflows, data capture, and transparency across the
organization, supporting decision making and agility Learn more > 

	
AtlassianWork with a Platinum Solution Partner to get the most out of your Atlassian
investment, optimize the tool stack, and scale your experience


	
Business SoftwareSoftware tools are vital to business agility—-create lean
modern tech stacks that align to your business goals across your value
streams

	
CloudSecurely deploy your mission critical applications in the Cloud for
scalability, availability, and cost optimization

	
DevOpsDeliver faster, higher-quality, more reliable
software into production and drive business results across the entire CI/CD
toolchain


	
IT Service Management (ITSM)Serve internal and external customers faster with a streamlined,
predictable, and highly effective IT service desk


	
MigrationsOur comprehensive suite of proprietary tools and scripts allows us to perform migrations and upgrades cleanly and efficiently







 Back
Training From new ways of working to deeply technical tools-based topics, leverage 30 years of experience to bridge skills gaps, empower excellence, and foster innovation for unmatched growth. Cprime Learning > 

	

View All Courses
Explore 150+ courses across all Cprime service areas


	

Certifications
Get industry-leading certification training with Cprime’s accreditation partners


	

Private Group Training
Customer-tailored, private learning for your teams’ specific needs


	

Learning Pathways
An innovative blend of learner-led, instructor-led, and on-the-job application


	

Prepaid Learning Credits
Purchase pre-paid learning credits at a discounted rate to use at any time on public or private team training


	

Build Your Own DevOps Course
Use the DevOps course builder to design a class addressing your specific business and software delivery workflow


	
Training Topics
	
Enterprise & Product Agility

	
Data & AI

	
Portfolio / FinOps

	
Software Development

	
Technology Platforms
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Ways to Learn

	
MakeDev Reskill Program

	
Learning Partner Program 

	
Policies
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SAFe® Transformation

Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) Lean Agile Transformation














Ensure your enterprise investments in Lean Agile Transformation yield the market-impactful outcomes you expect. Tailor the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) to drive measurable business results. Unleash the untapped potential of your organization by focusing on value and innovation to adapt and win.
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Achieved Desired Business Results

Customer Satisfaction, Time to Market, Higher Quality, Employee Engagement
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Engineer your Organization to Release Value Frequently

Deliver predictably with high quality and maximum flexibility
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Outpace your Competition

Build efficient Lean Agile competencies across your organization to achieve enterprise agility and gain competitive advantage
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Boost Innovation

Strengthen core capabilities to exceed customer demands and expectations while charting the path to your future business success today
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Pioneer of the SAFe Framework

Our global roster of top industry experts, including 3 SAI Fellows (Ken France-first SPCT minted in US, Darren Wilmshurst, and Isaac Montgomery), operate as a single unit and work with clients to craft unique adoption strategies through assessment, training, coaching, tool alignment and implementation strategic consulting. Since our inception, Cprime trainers have successfully certified over 39,000 SPCs.

As an early adopter and pioneer of the SAFe framework and the first SAFe partner to pioneer the SAFe in Jira Solution and SAFe in Jira Align, Cprime breaks down silos between teams and tools. With key partnerships including Atlassian Platinum, AWS Advanced and SAFe Gold Partner (SPCT), our industry-leading strategic services and technology stack expertise are fully integrated to deliver rapid, sustainable change.
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SAFe Fellows




20+

SPCTs




150+

SPCs
















Our Approach
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Enterprise Transformation/ SAFe Implementation Roadmap

Are you looking to apply the Scaled Agile Framework to your particular context?
Our specialized team of experts has helped dozens of enterprise clients tailor the Scaled Agile Framework to deliver the optimal business results they need. We can do the same for you.
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 Scaling Teams/Agile Release Train Launch

Cprime’s tried and true approach captured in our Agile Release Train Launch brings clarity and provide a playbook for your transformation journey. Cprime partners with you in a targeted, result-driven engagement to ensure you get started quickly, with the right teams, to see impactful results in the short-term. 
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SAFe Coaching & Training

Cprime’s experienced coaches will help your teams build and enhance the critical organizational capabilities you need to get the results that you expect. Our coaches share real-world knowledge and expertise while imparting best-of-breed practices, skills, actions, and agile mindset



















Trusted Experts and Partners
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SAFe Fellow Expertise

Scaled Agile’s most prestigious distinction, recognizing individuals who have exhibited the highest level of mastery and thought leadership in the practice of SAFe
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Scaled Agile Partner: Gold SPCT

As one of the most trusted Scaled Agile Partners, we have deep expertise in what it takes to transform your organization
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Scaled Agile Platform Partner

We help our customers visualize, manage, and execute Lean-Agile work through our integration of SAFe with our application lifecycle management (ALM) solutions





















More Scaled Agile Framework Insights
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Case StudySAFe
SAFe® Implementation for Global, Diversified Technology Company
Overview Business Need – Keeping Pace Healthcare business is big business, it is changing, and it is accelerating. Technological advancements…
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WhitepaperAtlassian
Scaling Agile with Atlassian and SAFe®
Together, with Atlassian, we are proud to release the “Scaling Agile with Atlassian and SAFe®” white paper   This solution…
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Agile
What’s New in SAFe® 6.0 and Why Does it Matter?
Since 2011, the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®) has helped companies large and small organize and optimize their journey as they…

 









Achieve Business Results through Enterprise Agility
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learn@cprime.com | +1 (877) 800-5221 


emea-learning@cprime.com | +44 (0) 203 811 0424 
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 Global (English)  

 Germany (Deutsch)
 Ukraine (Ukrainska mova) 
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